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With an angry food industry hot on their heels and a ravenous fan base clamoring for more,

Zinczenkoand Goulding once again redefine the American food landscape.Featuring

up-to-the-minute information on the ever-changing array of supermarket and restaurantofferings,

Eat This, Not That! 2012 reveals the shocking calorie counts, mind-bending sugar and fatloads, and

deceptive advertising and marketing techniques that are making America fatâ€•and givesreaders the

information they need to fight back.Packed with cool tips, industry secrets, and essential nutrition

knowledge, Eat This, Not That! 2012is a must-have for anyone who cares about what they

eatâ€•and how they look.
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I had been searching for a quick reference book to aid me with making healthy choices when eating.

This book was very helpful, easy to use & I highly recommend it.This book breaks things down into

categories that make it easy when making choices in a particular food category. This enables you,

over time, to learn the difference about food choices & creates a lifestyle change. Don't think of this

as a "diet" book, but rather a learning tool.I have loaned my book out various times & helped many



friends learn how to make healthier choices. As a result, many have purchased this book & also it

became a domino effect lol.Love this book & still use it as a refresher often. Will be looking to see if

an updated version has been published.

The book itself is great.... BUT...A lot of the pages are made up of graphics. On a Google Nexus 7,

no matter what I do through Kindle to change the text size on the Graphics, it won't. I can't even

pinch zoom in to it.... :(When I enlarge the text, the only thing that would be enlarged is the actual

text of the book but nothing on graphics.I wish you guys could update this digital book to be able to

change the text size on the graphics so that I can read what it says on the captions on these graphic

pages. Just a request. Thank you.

This book is a good resource for someone that's always "on the go". It provides nutritional

information on some of the most common fast food choices. The small size of the book makes this

easy for me to put in my purse or backpack. If I am hungry and the only options are fast food, I like

knowing that there is a health(ier) choice for me to pick. Yea, it's not health food, but it's not all bad

either. I think the people who are giving this book bad reviews are missing the point - this is a

resource for you to use when you go out to eat or don't have time to cook something from scratch.

This is not a diet book. This book does not encourage you to eat out or eat "junk food". This book

provides you with the information you need to know in order to make informed choices about what

to order the next time you eat out or need to purchase a pre-made meal for the family dinner. I

purchased this book in addition to the "Eat This, Not That" Supermarket Survival guide. The books

compliment one another. I now feel confident that the choices that I make are healthier and

affordable.

I have both this and the supermarket guide. Both are full of much needed information. Some of the

information really is surprising. As in how they compare some dishes in well known resturants today

to the eating out experiences of the 60's and below. It's amazing and a bit scary to see the break

down of all the extra non food ingrediants (Such as "Chicken Flavoring" in chicken pot pie) that goes

well beyond the simple ingrediants of meat and vegitables that we still expect when getting a meal

in a resturant....The one short coming in the book is that each resturant or fast food joint only has

about six menu items (Three on each side of the eat this not that cycle). I'd like to see many more in

all the resturants they list. Hopefully some day will come when they mak a book that is basically a

much more in depth listing of many of the most popular resturant's menu. Regardless if you're



single or a family person...This is a good informative book....Especially if your job is on the road and

you eat at resturants all the time (I'm waiting for the Truckstop Addition so I too can have a better

guide...But seeing how most truck stops are putting in popular fast food joints I'm gettting a lot of

info here)

Look, it,s all about portion control. We all know this intuitively, but sometimes a gentle reminder is a

good thing. This book tries and successfully accomplishes this by pointing out the subtle difference

of size and contents in a Fast Food setting. Yes, Kale and all healthy stuff is always better but

sometimes it is about the In-N-Out burger that is the reality as well as the waste-line buster. Less is

more and we all could stand a read like this (actually you don't read as much as browse, but it is

loaded with content...if you can convince yourself (much less) the 8-90 year old in your life to just

take a look and recognize what is being said...it is about the reality of what we eat and those

choices rather than what we already know as good choices...we all fall off the wagon, but this really

offers very smart "less damaging" alternatives that actually can be and are healthy.I think "that" is

smart. We bought three or four for our kids and ourselves...and anyway, they are cheap to buy, a

good "starter" or "refresher" on everyday diet information.I am not related to an any way, nor the

author.

I saw this book at my gym and I flipped through it and like how it looked, so I ordered it. It's got a lot

of really good information, although I wish it was even more inclusive and had better explanations.

For example, in the drink section there is one drink on the "Drink This" side in which all the calories

and fat information is exactly the same as one on the "Not That" side. I can't figure out why one is

worse or better than the other. Other than that, it's a great quick reference book.

I am sorry to say this. In my opinion, this book is not meant for weight loss. I have been looking for

some sensible scientific information about food what to eat what not to eat and how to increase

metabolism etc. I think any book that claims to help people with weight loss should do that, to justify

for the customers money, isn't. Its not the money that depressed me, I was sad to see the colorful,

attractive pictures of restaurant foods, which one is best and bad. These pictures are available

everywhere, I don't have to buy a book for that information.The author did a good job of beautifully

advertising fast food. Anyway, this book is not a solution to weight loss, this is a fast food

advertisement book.



If I had to do it over, I would not have purchased this book. I thought there might be some info in it

for at home preparation, but it seems the entire thing is geared toward restaurant eating. The only

thing I learned is that the McDonald's Egg McMuffin (a favorite of mine) is a good buy.
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